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Introduction: Olivine, an iron-magnesium

silicate (generic formula (Mg,Fe)2SiO4), is abundant
and widely distributed on Earth and in the solar
system. On Earth it is 3% to 5% of the basaltic crust
and it is the most abundant mineral in the mantle.
Iron in olivine is present as Fe(II). The atomic ratio
Mg/(Mg + Fe) in olivine can vary from 0 to 1, but
typical values for olivine in a basalt magma are 0.5
to 0.9. In addition to the four elements in olivine's
generic formula, it contains minor amounts of Al,
Ca, Mn, Co, and Ni but little else.

Olivine is unstable in aqueous environments, it is
the most soluble silicate mineral in certain organic
acids [1], and at least one microorganism,
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans, oxidizes Fe(II) from
olivine in culture and produces pits on the surface of
the mineral [2, 3]. Volcanic glass when altered by
microorganisms has distinctive textures that differ
from abiotic alteration [4, 5], and laboratory abiotic
and biotic alteration of olivine produces different
alteration textures [6]. We have examined natural
samples for distinctive textures that may be used to
indicate extant or fossil microbial activity in olivine
bearing rocks.

Samples and Methods: About 150 petrographic
thin sections of olivine bearing basalts, peridotites
(rocks with 50 to 90 volume % olivine), and SNC
meteorites were examined with an optical
microscope. Terrestrial samples were selected from a
variety of environments such as deep sea peridotites
and dunites (> 90% olivine), continental peridotites,
and lavas, all of which had undergone aqueous
alteration. Basalts from the Hawaii Scientific Drilling
Program (HSDP) site were included in the study.
These basalts were shown to contain DNA, amino
acids, and novel microorganisms [7]. SNC meteorites
particularly those with evidence of aqueous alteration
were also examined. Some subsamples and thin
sections of terrestrial samples were stained with
nucleic acid dyes and examined for native
fluorescence.

Results: Most alteration of the terrestrial olivine
appeared similar to that attributed to chemical
processes [8]. However, some samples contained
altered olivine where the size, shape, and location of
the alteration were consistent with typical textures of
microbial weathering in volcanic glass (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Photomicrographs of a seafloor dunite
BMRG8-106-17-1 from the Western Pacific. Upper:
scale bar 40 µm. Crosscutting fractures in olivine
with irregular edges (arrows). Lower: scale bar 20
µm. Enlarged area of fracture edge showing irregular
edges similar to those observed along fractures in
basalt glass where alteration is mediated by microbes
(arrows).

Additional textures potentially attributable to
microorganisms were found in peridotites from
Jurassic exposures on land, and HSDP lavas. One
form of alteration of olivine found in the Hawaiian
lavas is strikingly similar in size and distribution to
microbially generated borings found in volcanic
glass. This is shown in a transmitted light
photomicrograph at 1000x of olivine in HSDP Core
R401 in Figure 2.  The red is alteration along a
fracture through the olivine. Blue stain was forced
into the fracture and pore space by cycling the
pressure from 1 atm to partial vacuum while the
sample was submerged in the stain. The olivine
appears blue from residual stain. Irregular channels (1
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to 2 µm diameter) and up to 50 µm long extend from
the fracture into the interior of the olivine. These
channels do not follow crystallographic boundaries
and some form spirals and double spirals (not
shown).

Figure 2.

Nucleic acid staining of olivine from the same
formation that contained the rock in Figure 2
indicates that DNA is present in the fractures that
penetrate the olivine [9]. DNA was not detected
within the cylindrical channels that extend from the
fractures into the olivine.

Examination of SNC meteorites (ALHA77005,
ALH84001, Chassigny, EETA79001, Lafayette, Los
Angeles, Nakhla, QUE94201, Shergotty, and
Zagami) showed only rare instances of alteration that
appears similar to the textures exhibited in terrestrial
olivine. These were found in Nakhla and Lafayette.
Figure 3 is an area of Nakhla with an olivine
surrounded with reddish alteration and void space
that may have been occupied by brine. Two styles of
markings form a transition zone from the reddish
alteration to the fresh olivine. Relatively straight,
dark, pointed features are at the lower end of the
transition zone in this figure and larger curved
features extend from the alteration to the top of the
transition zone.

Figure 3. Photomicrogaph of Nakhla. Transition
zone is about 20 µm wide.

Discussion: Fine tubelike projections from
fractures in terrestrial olivine are different from
microfractures and alteration that follows
crystallographic planes of the olivine and which has
been attributed to abiotic alteration. Although not
confirmed by experiment, the tubelike alteration may
be the product of biotic chemical alteration. Some
olivine in Martian meteorites also exhibit tubelike
alteration, however this type of alteration is
extremely rare.
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